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The FoL Executive Committee last week (23rd June 2015) considered the five locations 
identified in the town of Lewes in the recent LDC proposal. While our position would very 
much depend on the design and detail of any housing proposed, we favour the development 
of brownfield rather than greenfield sites. These are our initial thoughts on the proposal. 

Christie Road: It is good to see that community facilities will be “enhanced” but, given the 
very intensive use of the present buildings, much will depend on how this can be achieved in 
what will almost inevitably be less space, if housing units are to be introduced and essential 
parking preserved.  

4, Fisher Street: The conversion of these offices to flats makes much sense, provided the 
interesting Fisher Street frontage is preserved and access to the Town Hall at the rear is not 
affected. 

Ham Lane: Before considering the suitability of the four individual sites marked A – D on the 
photos, concern should be raised about access – either via Cockshut Road, under a low 
bridge and the track parallel with the by-pass or via Ham Lane – both are understood to be 
un-adopted and would be have to be added to ESCC responsibilities. The question of the 
attractiveness for housing of areas close to the noise of a railway and by-pass and with close 
proximity to a sewerage-treatment facility was also raised. 

A Scarcely of viable size, except for very limited housing at the extreme eastern end, 
adjacent to D. 

B  The development of the Amenity site/household waste tip has obvious implications for 
ESCC. A relocation of this facility outside Lewes would not be acceptable. 

C&D As well as being subject to the reservations expressed above, these are sites which 
would involve the loss of tree-cover, which is part of the belt partially protecting the 
town from the noise of the by-pass. 

Juggs Road: A&B The conversion of Saxonbury, rather than demolition makes sense, but 
any relocation of the emergency housing function it serves for Social Services should be in 
the town, not elsewhere in the district. The archaeological significance of the field to the west 
of the house, where there have been Saxon finds, is acknowledged and this must be very 
carefully weighed in any planning process. 

C  The area known as Jubilee Gardens is a green-field site, but is well-screened by trees. 
The exact location of an underground water reservoir may prevent the entire site from 
being developed. 

Western Road: More intensive use could undoubtedly be made of this site and the proposal 
is modest, but the loss of yet another public toilet needs to be addressed, since it is of 
relevance to several groups – the disabled, elderly and late-night workers. The opening of 
another LDC 24-hour toilet in the town would be a most-welcome.  Consideration also needs 
to be given to meeting the need for a public toilet facility for those coming off the downs at 
the western end of town: could both flats and a toilet be accommodated here? 


